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ABSTRACT: Previously, poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) classical ring-banded spherulites with
periodic twisted lamellae and nonclassical concentric ringed structures induced by rhythmic
growth were obtained by modulating the competition between diffusion flux and spherulitic
growth. In this study, the modulation of diffusion flux and spherulitic growth on ring-banded
structures is further studied, and hierarchical nested ring-banded patterns with a banded
structure nested in the ridge rings of the other concentric ringed structure are prepared
during slow solvent evaporation in poly(ethylene adipate) (PEA) solution films. The
structural characterizations reveal that the big concentric ringed structure derives from
periodic variation of thicknesses and that the small inner banded structure consists of periodic
twisted lamellae. A diffusion-induced rhythmic growth mechanism and an unbalanced surface
stress induced lamellar twisting model are proposed to illustrate the formation of the big
concentric and the inner banded structures, respectively.

Banded (or ringed) morphology is frequently observed in
polymer spherulites. The formation mechanism of this

morphology has been widely investigated in the past decades
but still remains controversial.1,2 In the most accepted
explanation, the appearance of bands is proposed as a result
of periodic twisting of ribbon-like lamellae along the radial
growth direction of the spherulites,1−5 and Keith and Padden3

ascribed the twisting of lamellae to the unbalanced stresses at
the opposite fold surfaces caused by the significantly different
overcrowding and inefficient packing in fast-growing lamellar
crystals. The periodic continual twisting of lamellar crystals in
banded spherulites have been confirmed by microscopic
observations for poly(trimethylene teraphthalate)6,7 and its
copolymers with poly(lactic acid),7 poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-
hydroxyhexanoate),8 and poly(3-hydroxybutyrate-co-hydroxy-
valerate) (PHBV).9 Lotz and Cheng extensively studied the
origin of lamellar twisting in a comprehensive review, and they
believed that the difference in surface stresses from structural
features was the origin for the twisting of lamellae.10 However,
Kyu et al.11,12 who, based on experimental results of polymer
blends11 and the corresponding simulation,12 suggested that the
twisting of lamellae might not be the only reason for the
formation of banded structures, that the concentric ringed
structures might be a consequence of rhythmic crystal growth
resulting from nonlinear diffusion during growth. Indeed, Chen
et al.13,14 observed ringed features in blends of aromatic
poly(ether ketone)s without lamellar twisting. Notably, Duan et
al.15,16 and Wang et al.17 reported rhythmic growth-induced
concentric ringed structures consisting of multilayer flat-on
lamellar crystals in isotactic polystyrene and poly(bisphenol A

hexane ether) (BA-C6) thin films, respectively. In our previous
work,18,19 by controlling the evaporation of solvent at a slow
rate during solution crystallization, poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL)
concentric ringed structures with a periodic variation of
thickness were obtained. The nonclassical banded structures
were confirmed to be owing to the competition between
diffusion flux of polymer chains in solution, J, and spherulitic
growth with the radial growth velocity, V. Furthermore, by
modulating the interplay between J and V, classical PCL
banded spherulites consisting of periodic twisted lamellae were
successfully prepared using the same method when J decreased
and V increased to dominance.20 Kyu et al.12 have reckoned a
reconciliation between the lamellar twisting model and the
rhythmic growth model based on theoretical simulation. There
may be no absolutely reconciliation between the two models,
but it is reasonable to expect that the two models coexist at
suitable conditions. Motivated by such idea, therefore, in the
present paper, our research will focus on exploring the two
banded patterns generated in one spherulite by controlling the
preparation conditions and the related competition between J
and V.
In this letter, poly(ethylene adipate) (PEA) was chosen

because its lamellar crystals are expected easily twist from
structural features, and it is suitable for the method used
previously. A novel hierarchical nested ring-banded pattern, in
which one kind of banded structure is nested in the ridge rings
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of the other concentric ringed structure, was prepared by
controlling the solvent evaporation procedure from PEA
solution films. The observation of PEA nested ring-banded
structures may provide the first piece of direct experiential
evidence for the coexistence of the lamellar twisting model and
the rhythmic growth model.
By controlling the solvent evaporation rate during solution

casting, a novel PEA ring-banded structure was achieved from a
5 mg mL−1 solution of PEA in tetrahydrofuran (THF) at a slow
solvent evaporation rate of 4.2 × 10−4 mL h−1 at 20 °C. Fine
regularly concentric ringed patterns with alternating bright and
dark rings, as well as the Maltese cross are observable under
crossed-polarized light (Figure 1a). However, unlike classical
banded spherulites in which the widths of the bright and dark
bands are approximately equal, the bright rings are much wider
than the dark ones in these spherulites. A higher magnification
POM image shows that there are several small bands nested in
the bright rings of the structures (Figure 1b). Furthermore,
these small bands are typical double-banded features which
have narrow extinction black lines between alternating bright
and dark bands. The striking patterns are also discernible under
unpolarized light (Figure 1c). It is apparent that the big
concentric ringed structures exhibit sharp contrast under both
polarized and unpolarized light, while the small banded
patterns, similar to classical banded spherulites, show sharp
contrast under polarized light but poor contrast under
unpolarized light. The ring-banded structures are clearly
different from classical PEA banded spherulites which only
have double-banded patterns21−24 and are also distinct from
PCL concentric ringed structures with a periodic variation of
thickness.18,19 Now, it is obvious that there are two different
kinds of ringed or banded structures in a single spherulite. To
distinguish them, we defined the concentric rings as “big rings”
and the double-bands nested in the “big bright rings” as “inner
bands”, so the whole spherulites are named “nested ring-
banded spherulites”. The sizes of the nested ring-banded
spherulites are 0.5−5 mm, and the periodicities of the big rings
and inner bands were measured to be 24.0 and 5.5 μm,
respectively. Another interesting feature is the regular waviness
along the circumference of each big ring, which can be
attributed to the thickness difference along tangential direction
resulting from the preferred growth of some lamellae and the
concomitant lateral depletion of materials. It should be
mentioned that the thickness difference between the interior
and the edge of the film is slight in this case and that the nested

ring-banded nature of the crystals is independent of thickness
within this range.
It is known that the appearance of double-banded patterns is

a consequence of a biaxial indicatrix twisting about the optical
normal.24,25 They have also been observed in a number of other
polyesters, like poly(3-hydroxybutyrate),26 poly(ethylene seba-
cate) (PES),27,28 and PHBV.29 PEA is known to crystallize only
in monoclinic structure, and according to its biaxial optical
character with dissimilar principal refractive indices (n3 > n2 >
n1),

30 double-banded patterns are expected when the lamellae
are twisted along the a*-axis. All features of the inner bands are
the same as those of the PEA double-banded spherulites
formed from melt crystallization.20−23 Therefore, it is
concluded that the inner banded structures in big ridge bands
are owing to lamellar twisting about the optical normal.
To further investigate the PEA nested ring-banded structures,

atomic force microscopy (AFM) was applied to characterize the
novel morphology. The striking morphology can be seen both
in AFM height (Figure 2a) and phase photographs (Figure 2b).
Therein, the height image gives clearer big rings, while the
phase image exhibits more distinct inner bands. Both the three-
dimensional height image (Figure 2c) and height profile along
the added line indicated in height image (Figure 2d) show that
the big ringed structures consisted of alternating ridge and
valley rings with a periodic variation of thickness. The ridge-to-
valley height difference, 1100−1300 nm, is close to the average
thickness of film, ca. 1000 nm, which confirms that the big rings
are resulting from the periodic variation of thickness.
Furthermore, unlike the rhythmic growth-induced PCL
concentric ringed structures that exhibit smooth height
profile,18,19 the height profile of PEA nested ring-banded
structures in the thickening process exhibits a relatively
complex curve. To reveal the detailed information of the
growth process of the nested-banded structures, the higher
magnification height profile of a big ring period was
represented in Figure 2e (solid line). The height gradual
increase and flight undulation are both evidently visible, and the
four small peaks correspond to the inner bright bands in AFM
height image. Note that the periodic lamellar twisting can
induce slight periodic height undulation along the radial
direction, which has been displayed by AFM in many polymer
banded spherulites.8,23,31 Considering the ridge-to-valley height
difference of classical PEA double-banded spherulites, we
obtained the “absolute” height profile (dashed line in Figure
2e) by subtracting the fluctuated height due to lamellar twisting

Figure 1. (a) Polarized optical micrograph of the typical PEA nested ring-banded structures and magnified micrographs of the nested ring-banded
structures obtained under (b) crossed-polarized and (c) unpolarized light.
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from the original height profile. The “absolute” height profile is
quite similar to the height profile of PCL ringed structures with
periodic variation of thickness.18,19 Hence, the height profile of
the nested ring-banded structures can be considered as a
combination of the height profile of ringed structures with a
periodic variation of thickness with the height fluctuation owing
to periodic lamellar twisting, which suggests that the nested
ring-banded structures may be a combination of the two
banded structures.
The morphology and microstructure of PEA nested ring-

banded structures were further analyzed by AFM and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in great detail. Figure
3a illustrates the overall morphology, and Figure 3b,c shows the
amplitude images of the valley and ridge rings of the big ringed
structures, respectively. It is evident from Figure 3b that the big
valley ring is consisted of flat-on lamellar crystals. Meanwhile, in
the big ridge rings, the smaller alternating convex and concave
inner bands consisting of periodic twisted lamellae can be
discriminated in Figure 3c (the ridges are indicated by the
broken lines). As revealed in Figure 3d, the inner concave
bands are composed of flat-on lamellae. This point is further
confirmed by the electron diffraction pattern inset in Figure 3c.
All of the diffraction spots can be indexed on the basic of
monoclinic unit cell, with parameters a = 0.547 nm, b = 0.732
nm, c = 1.172 nm, and β = 113.5°, of the PEA crystal.30

Moreover, the (020) diffraction pattern according with the
tangential direction of the spherulite reflects that the crystallo-
graphic a*-axis coincides with the radial direction. Figure 3e

shows the tilted lamellar morphology of the transform zone in
the location indicated by the white square in Figure 3c. As is
illustrated in Figure 3f, more tilted and edge-on lamellar crystals
are located at the inner convex band. The cross-sectional phase
profile (Figure 3g) along the black line in Figure 3f shows that
the average thickness of lamellar crystals is ca. 8 nm. From the
results mentioned above, it can be clearly illustrated that the
lamellar orientation of the inner bands varies periodically from
flat-on, through tilted then to edge-on. The formation of
alternating flat-on-to-edge-on morphology in AFM is in
accordance with the appearance of alternating dark-to-bright
rings under cross-polarized light.23 It is worthy that all above
results about big rings are the same as those of PCL concentric
ringed structures with a periodic changing of thickness and the
characteristics associating with inner bands are in agreement
with those of classical PEA double-banded spherulites obtained
from melted crystallization. Therefore, it is concluded that the
big rings are derived from the periodic variation of the
thickness, and the inner bands result from the lamellar twisting.

Figure 2. AFM (a) height, (b) phase, and (c) three-dimensional
images of PEA nested ring-banded structures. (d) Cross-sectional
height profile along the white line added in part a. (e) AFM height
profile of a big ringed period of the nested ring-banded structure. The
dashed line represents the absolute height profile of the big ringed
structures after removing the thickness fluctuation due to lamellar
twisting.

Figure 3. (a) AFM height image of PEA nested ring-banded
structures; the white arrow reflects the radial direction. Magnified
AFM amplitude images of (b) the big valley ring and (c) the big ridge
ring, indicated by black and white square in part a, respectively. The
inset in part c is the selected-area electron diffraction pattern of the
inner valley (dark) band in the location shown by the white circle.
Parts d, e, and f are the phase images of the valley band, transition
zone, and ridge band of the inner banded structures, respectively. (g)
Cross-sectional phase profile along the black line in part f.
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In analogy to the development of PCL concentric ringed
structures with a periodic variation of thickness, the formation
of the big-ringed structures can also be described by a diffusion-
induced rhythmic growth associated with periodic changes in
the concentration gradient.18,19 When solvent evaporation
caused solution concentrated to the threshold concentration,
nucleation occurred. The crystal growth consumed the polymer
chains in the advancing front, so that the surrounded material
diffuses to feed further crystal growth. As the process proceeds,
the length l that polymer needs diffused to the crystal front
becomes larger and larger, and thus less and less material can be
transported to the growth face. As a consequence, the crystal
height gradually decreases; eventually, chains can only supply
the very few lamellae for continual growth, and thus the first
valley formed. As the valley further proceeds, less chains are
consumed, and then a shorter and shorter length is needed to
travel, so that more and more chains can be transported to
growth front, which induced the increase again in crystal
thickness. Hence, the ridge rings resulted. The repetition of this
behavior caused the emergence of the big concentric ringed
structures. The concentration gradient, G, results from the
solution concentration difference between the concentration in
growth front, ϕgf, and the concentration of whole bulk solution,
ϕbs. The changing of diffusion length results from the periodic
variation of concentration gradient, G = (ϕbs − ϕgf)/l, which
gives rise to a periodic supply of polymer chains and then
results in the rhythmic growth of the crystals. The growth of big
concentric rings reflects the competition between the growth of
crystals and the diffusion of polymer chains. The formation of
alternating ridge and valley rings is owing to that the diffused
polymer chains are enough for the ridge rings and insufficient
for the valley rings. The twisting of lamellae in the inner bands
can be attributed to the unbalanced surface stresses from
structural features. Since PCL crystals belong to an
orthorhombic system, the twisting of PCL lamellae is difficult,
especially in the short distance of one band spacing,19 which
corresponds to the experimental result that PCL ring-banded
spherulites are difficult to obtain from melt crystallization.
While PEA is known to crystallize only in a monoclinic
structure, it is obvious that the chain is tilted in the PEA crystals
(which is similar to PES26,27). Chain tilt will easily result in
different fold encumbrance at opposite fold surfaces of the
lamellae and will lead to a difference in the degree of
congestion and hence in the magnitude of compressive stresses
originating a bending moment responsible for the twisting of
lamellar crystals. The development of the nested ring-banded
structures can be explained successfully by combining the
rhythmic growth mechanism with the lamellar twisting model,
as shown in Figure 4. The detail growth insights of the nested

banded structures will be present in a later paper where the

growth processes are followed by in situ optical observation,

and the modulation of diffusion flux and spherulitic growth on
the nested ring-banded spherulites will be further studied.
In summary, we have obtained a novel hierarchical nested

ring-banded structure via controlling the solvent evaporation
rate in PEA solution. The big concentric ringed structure with a
periodic variation of thickness is resulted from diffusion-
induced rhythmic growth, and the inner banded structure with
twisted lamellae is due to unbalanced surface stresses from
structural features. The unique hierarchical nested ring-banded
structures, on one hand, richen crystal morphologies of
semicrystalline polymers but, on the other hand, might offer
a new perspective to study polymer-banded structures. To
further study the modulation of diffusion flux and spherulitic
growth on the ring-banded structures, the investigation of ring-
banded structures of poly(ε-caprolactone)-block-poly(ethylene
oxide) (PCL-b-PEO) copolymer with different topological
structures and chain lengths is in progress.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Poly(ethylene adipate) was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. The
weight average molecular weight (Mw) was measured to be 10 000 g
mol−1 by gel permeation chromatography (GPC). Differential
scanning calorimetric measurement indicated the melting point (Tm)
of PEA was 47 °C.

The preparation of the PEA nested ring-banded architectures was
carried out in PEA/THF solution films by controlling slow solvent
evaporation. Before use, the solution was heated to 50 °C for 30 min
to dissolve any crystals that might form when the solution was kept for
long time at room conditions. A 10 μL solution was cast, at 20 °C,
onto precleaned glass slides placed on a stage lodged inside a
cylindrical container with a radius and height 1.0 and 2.5 cm,
respectively. The container was covered with its lid as soon as the
casting finished. Thus, solvent vapor can only escape through the small
gap between the container and its lid. A controllable solvent
evaporation rate was achieved by adding different amounts of extra
THF solvent inside the cylindrical container before casting solution
onto the substrate. The PEA nested ring-banded structures were
produced at 20 °C under a slow solvent evaporation rate of 4.2 × 10−4

mL h−1, which was achieved by adding 200 μL of extra THF solvent to
the container before casting. As the solvent evaporation proceeds,
solution first concentrates and then becomes saturated, and eventually
the crystallization of PEA takes place. The whole drying process was
completed after ca. 24 h.

Polarized optical microscopy (POM) experiments were carried out
using a Carl Zeiss A1m microscope equipped with a charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera, and transmittance mode was used to obtain the
optical images. AFM measurements were performed on SPA-300HV
AFM equipped with a SPI 3800N controller (Seiko Instruments
Industry Co., Ltd.), and an atomic force microscope (PICOSCAN
SPM, Molecular Imaging Inc., now Agilent 5500AFM/SPM System
(Agilent Technologies)) was also used. All images were taken with the
tapping mode at ambient temperature. For SPA-300HV AFM, the
images were collected with a silicon cantilever having a spring constant
of 3 N m−1 and with a scanning rate of 1 Hz. Meanwhile for the
Agilent 5500AFM/SPM system, typical values for the set point were
3−6, and scanning rates ranged from 0.2 to 1 Hz. TEM observation
and selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) were conducted by a
JEOL JEM-1011 working at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV.
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